ASGCO® Rubber Screen panels deliver unmatched precision performance – dependable production even under adverse high impact operating conditions, or when handling the most abrasive and coarse material types for dry screening.

ASGCO® rubber screens are custom-made to fit your existing application, giving you low maintenance costs and high efficiency in applications that are too severe for conventional wire cloth.

Provides us access to take measurements and we will use our team of experienced professionals to custom design a solution for you.

Custom Design

• Skid bars can be added to extend the life of the screen.

• Stiffeners can be added to accommodate heavy loading of the deck without compromising the structural integrity of the screen.

• An array of sizes and special patterns are available, round, square, slotted or blank apertures are available for your application.

Maintenance

• Durable in impact and wear applications, rubber scalping screens can out last metal screens.

• Rubber will absorb and bounce back from high impact that would break AR plate or comparable materials.